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Where is the Woman in Feminist Theory? 
The Case of Aesthetics 
HilJe Hein 
�k1:;c ixurle helie\'t! rhal feminism. and h\' as!)octcmnn. teminist thel'fY. 1:- n�'tH 
the sratu=> and welfare ot W\.)men. It cercamly 1s true that temmists aim t1..' 
achien! che equality 1..)f wom('n anJ che end 1..)t parnarchal J1..mun<Ht1..m. H,m·l'\'l'r 
I shall argue thac feminism as tJ the<>'I)' •s a paccern of thinking chat is O\.lt t11.1nJ.1-
menrnlly t.Wouc women. alth1..,ugh it hegins with a g1..·nJer1..·J perspccnn·. l e  is. 
rather. an alcemari,·e way of th�ori:ing about a h1..)St 1..1f hlpk$ thm induJ1..·. hut 
are not limired to women. Feminists helie,·e th<U the aJ1.)pti1..H) \.)f this w:w 1..,f 
chinking would ad\'anc:e rhe we ll-heing of \\'l..mlen am1..mg such nrht.'r bt.-ndkent 
results as bringing about peace. respecc for the em·iwnment. anJ the en�l 1..'t' 
racial intolerance. M1..>st feminists Jo ha\'e global goals such as thes1..\ anJ chat 
al1..me should justify caking feminism seri1..)usly. In addicion, then.• are intdle..:wal 
foarures of feminism chat speak directly w the interests of phil\lS\lphcrs and 
scholars, and I will concencrace my remarks 1..>n these. 
I will discuss che logic by which feminism n:Jdincs the \'cry notinn 1..,( rhcl'f)', 
re\'ealing it ro � less a unifying device chan a bcdwck f�,r diffcrenct• ; lll>t ns 
cranscendenc of experience, buc as inextricably lodgcJ wichin it. Feminist 
cheory, according to chis posicion, llriscs 1..lUt c..l che plurnliry of practice and must 
be multiple because women and the r�alicics of their experience cue irrcJucibk· 
to any singular unic such as class. caste, nacion or race. Ac the same t ime, 
women cannot be regarded purely as individuals, since cheir iJentiry is de1\lHeJ 
by each and all of che idencifying categories char other che1..,re tical sysrems ha\'e 
adopted as social, political and economic units of dassificatil.m. Feminists hdic\'c...' 
there are excellent reasons in favor of redefining theor,• rather than reputliar ing 
plurality. They do nor take rhe fact of plurality as grounds for nihilh;m 1..n Jcsp;tir 
over che death of theoretical reason. On the contrary, openness tl> diversity 
appears to revitalize, not co hinder, cheorerical discourse. 
A model for the "thickened" view of theory chat feminists advocate can be 
found in che realm of the aesthetic.' Having survived a period of banishment as 
the stepchild of philosophy, where aeschecics was relegated to the non-ess-encial 
and trivial, aesthetics seems now co have come into ics own as aJJressing ()Ur 
central and most important cultural concerns. l will argue chat there is a lcssnn 
for feminist theory in the development of aesthetic theory, which, like fc mi, 
nism, is motivated to discriminate and make diversity intelligible wirhout 
reducing or destroying it. The success of feminist theory, like chat of aesthetic 
theory, depends on its ability not simply to tolerace or reconcile differences -an 
aim chat liberal democratic theories profess to embrace - but to welcome che 
novel and the unexpected and to rejoice in their multiplicity. In my view the 
pluralism and relativism chat are distinctive of boch feminism and acschccics arc 
not cynically adopted "postmodern" surrogates for certainty, hue represent 
genuine alternatives to a totalizing theory which advances knowledge only at the 
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co c of dLmmishmg whar LS, knowahlc:. 
Unifying Tuory and the Diversity of Experience 
From che time of the Pre-Socratic philosopher co the pre�nc, mc::n ha\·e suughc 
to make reality intelligible. To do this chey ha\'e tried tu impltfy che complexin 
of reality hy subsuming ir under a single explanation. Whether by in,·oking a 
s�ngle material substrate, a single organizing principle, a ingle mechanism of 
change, a single auchor, or at lease a minimal combination of any of these. the 
aim has been consistently to reduce the chaos of experience ro a 1mplilfied and 
manageable order. Periodically, fashions of simplification ha"e changed, gi,·ing 
way to new patterns and archetypal structures,! bur vestige of older systems rend 
co remain. The tendency to identify and reify the essences of things. for ex­
ample, has been fairly constant with only minor shihs of emphasis. We no longet 
think of a Platonic Heaven inhabited by forms chat are eternally fixed, nor e\'en 
of a gradual fulfillment of an order preconceived in the mind of God; but we still 
frequenrly encounter representations of reality char attribute relatively stable 
"natures" co things in the world, some known and others yet co be revealed. 
Thus co affix a name co somechfog amounts co celebrating an act of discovery. 
However the discoveries are rarely random. They come strategically dictareJ by 
theoretical schemata.' Because investigators are familiar with char theoretical 
framework, they know where to look for discoveries and have a rough idea of 
what they can expect co find.� Anomalous experiences are discounted as errors 
or dismissed as unreal until a new system is devised that makes room for chem. 
In the Euro,centric modern world, the system of science is currcndy rhe preva, 
lent strategy char controls experience and monitors what is legitimated as real or 
excluded as unreal. (The unreal may be acknowledged co exist in a dubious form 
- as private, or personal, or hallucinatory, but it does not enjoy the public 
respectability of the real.) s 
The theoretical matrix sternly limits what any individual may take to be her 
or his experience. The theory governs language and thought and, with them, 
the institutions of culture and society. Schools and madhouses, pubs and 
museums, legislatures and marketplaces, posirively and negatively reinforce whal 
people can express and how they can admit co feeling about it. While no society 
ostensibly professes to curtail human experience, most do restrict it even as they 
purport to extend and strengthen the commUJniry within which experience 
occurs and co educate the cohorts among whom it can be meaningfully shared. 
Those whose experience cannot be "contained'' by the theory are labelled 
functionally impaired. Within the theoretical matrix, regardless of the world 
they have known. they lack experience - they are blind, deaf, culturally disad­
vantaged, handicapped, challenged, irrational, immature or underdeveloped - all 
forms of anaesthesia relative to the dominant paradigm and whatever they 
undergo does not count because it lies outside the system and cannot be catego­
rized within it. Unity and simplicity thus exact a high price in casualties. Women 
and women's experience have typically been disqualified in this fashion. So, 
typically. have racial and ethnic minorities, children, old people, the mentally 
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and physicalh- Jisabled anJ ochers. The exclu$11.m oi these others. howe\ er. u 
rareh.- pennanenc ( r uni\'ersal - chtldren grow up. chc.! elderlv were onct' ,.,)ung. 
racial minorities are pan of a bona fide ma1onry S\.1mewhere. Only women are 
c\•erywhere and irremevably intermingled a. indt\1dual:.; wirh th1.'Se who nx rheir 
mferioriry. \Xlomen are therefore uniquely placed and h<we- a rarricular mct!resc 
in redesigning rh�)ry. 
Among the successi"e traditions of thought char have go\'emed wcsrern 
culture, modern science is presumed to be an advance over rhe • uperstirions rhar 
1r replaced. le purporcs ro be less divisive and more universal in its application. 
The great liberating fearure of De canes' model of reason. (which is echoed in 
che American Declaration of Independence) was its claim rhat all men e1-1u�ll · 
possess the ability to reason. All men are allegedly endowed not only with equal 
rights, but \\;th equal capaciry co parcake of the conceprual and material goods ll 
rhe world. They have only lO chink in rhe righr way and ask che right questions. 
The theory is provisionally equalizing. hue it is nm inclusi\'e. Ir mandates ch� 
subordination of difference to sameness. Security is assured to those who 
subscribe co sameness. Strictly speaking one is nor compelled to abandon 
uniqueness, but only to explain it away. Thus women's femininity ost�nsih�y 
justifies their exclusion. Thar may be overcome by a privileged fow who arc able 
co uaranscend" gender. They can sacrifice uniqueness in exchange for rhe 
privilege of belonging. The existence of a few sterling examples of persons who 
"overcame their difference" effecrively srrengrhens the rheory by broadening its 
base and excending its outreaclh.6 
The exhortation by feminists char achievement of unity at any coH should not 
be the aim of theory and that theory ought nor to diminish difference but w 
exult in it poses a radical challenge to the scientific rradicion. It necessitates an 
alcogether new understanding of theory, not jusc a successor that follows within 
the same metatheoretical paradigm as an outmoded theory. This 
reconceptualization is required, feminists claim, because rhe denial of difference thac unification demands obscures experience and makes realiry less rather than 
more intelligible. According co the feminist argument, the experience of differ, 
ence cannot be subordinated to a universalized overdecem1inarion.7 The view 
that I am considering affirms that women are multiply multiple - different from 
men, different from each other, and multiple even subjectively co themselves. 
There is no single explanation of woman as such, no answer to the proverbial 
11woman question, 11 for woman is positionally and concexrually variable and 
contingent. As a result of this plurality, no reducing or unifying theory is 
applicable co women. Instead of repudiating theory alcogecher, however, and 
declaring women an unfathomable mystery, feminists affirm that theory musr 
change. I t  must become fluid and multiple. Elizabeth Young,Bruehl 
describes a psychotherapeutic education of women as philosophers (i.e. as 
theorists) that will be the "unsilencing of suppressed voices,, and will break up 
"inhibiting monistic formations". Theory, she says, will be "a process, a constel, 
lation of ideas reconfigured and reconfiguring within a myriad of feminist 
practices."8Theory, so used, might amplify understanding without doing reduc, 
tive violence to that which is understood. 
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Fem1msts are not e\'en umced in a<lhenng co che plurahsuc moJcl char I ha\'t 
Just introduced. Some prefer co recam a form of c: �nnal�m chat replace malt 
supremacy with equality in difference or even with female )upremacy. I believe 
that this approach perpetuates che cradinonaJ metathc:orencal c"mrn11tmt:nr to 
theory as simplification. It replaces complexity with uni�· {or in chi in cane� 
with dualiry). In my view essenuahsm. whether feminise or masculm!St, is 
incelleccuaUy indemonstrable and politically regressive. Since I wish co bolster 
the case for a pluralistic rec.onception of cheory, I will not stray from my purpoSt: 
here to con.sider the arguments for or against essenualism. 
From Gender to Thwry and from Thwry to Gender 
Reflecting upon gender led feminists co reassess che meaning of theory, and che 
re�ulting reflections upon theory produced new insights into gender. Simone de 
Beauvoir is undoubtedly the progenicrix of conrempe>rary feminist theory, having 
said that wOne is not born a woman; one becomes one," and then shown how 
woman has been constructed as Man's Other . ., Other theorises, following De 
Beauvoir's lead have found that gender is a system of human relations that is 
deeply embedded in all other social relations. ic One is not a woman and in 
addition white, black, lesbian, heterosexual, Moslem, Jewish, Christian, rich, 
poor, urban, rural and so forth, but in gendered fashion some selection of all 
applicable descriptive attributes. Gender qualifies all that one is adverbially and 
not as a substrate. Woman's identity is another way of being, differing from chat 
of men, but also of ocher women. 
The discovery of gender or rather of its social constitution means that there is 
no generic "man" that comes in two varieties� nor are there but two irreducibly 
different types of being, male and female, thac acquire an overlay of culturally 
divergent accretions. Gender itself is a product of genderized thinking, originall) 
from a masculine perspective. 1 1  The idea of gender comes co us ready,made. 
Feminism reconstructs it from a feminine perspective and chereby reveals its 
gendered origin. In its political sense (the struggle for women's equalicy) 
feminism precedes the reconstitution of gender, but as a gendered theory and a 
theory of gender that revolts against traditional theory, feminism coincides with 
the revelation that all theory is gendered. 
Just as one becomes a woman (rather than being born one), so one becomes a 
feminist by declaration - not by birth or chance or out of habit. To adopt a 
feminist attitude is to take an avowedly gendered point of view that is contin, 
gently oppositional. It does not follow that if one does not make such a 
declaration one's thinking is independent of gender. One of the great insights of 
feminism is the recognition that all thinking is gendered. In learning to think 
normally as children we assumed a gendered identity. Most of us, both male and 
female, learned to follow a standard paradigm that is gendered. We might call it 
"masculinist," but it purports co be universal. It is so widespread that its point of 
departure is invisible. It is the udefault model" that need not be identified or 
explained, and one does not assume or convert to it. But any alternative choice 
is oppositional. Feminism as a deliberately chosen thought#scyle is possible 
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hbconcalh only because eender l!' alreadv con�nruced a dual. To S\\1tch modes 
-a!?3tn whether one lS male or female - ts £O rake on an antipodal. that is 
te�nine. romc i new; and feminist!- do chis �\' preference. 
Femmisc scholars m Amenca bc-gan seriouslv explonng the social construe· 
non oi gender m the 197"' · -ac tlrsc angrily as if Jiscovering a partner in 
flagrance, and then more c :lll\', obsenmg tt as a system of culture:> and of 
knowledge co be deconstructed. ·- Some came to accept gender as an analytic 
cacegon-. a t I for understanding things (much as class and race have sen,·ed 
�fore.) They recogm:ed that the femmme had been defined as che Jevumt pole, 
which presupposes another pole from which it differs and which it does nor 
(rectprocalh') define. The,· disco,·ered chat the masculine pole. although it 
claims both logical and onrological priority, depends for ics identity upon the 
negatively marked or gendered Ocher. The male gender is conceptually nonex· 
iscenc, excepc in rdation co its opposite, and this im-isibility protectively disguises 
the male as the ... human" norm from which gender is engendered.n Upon 
reali.-ing char .. man" is not a neutral rerm, but an exclusive one, feminists 
initiated che now "idespread campaign to replace "sexist" language with words 
thac include the female in the human species and char do not degrade women co 
inferior status. But the rectification of language alone could neither correct che 
injuries done co women nor bring clariry to the confusion over gender. 
Feminist theory does depend upon words, but it is born from and derives its 
\Titaliry from feminist practice, and the credibility of its statements is tested in 
women's experience. Characterized by a lack even of procedural speci ficity, it is a 
"musing on the circumference of experience." 14 This affinit)• for experience is a 
prima facie Unk between feminist theory and the aesthetic, which is inherently 
sicuational and grounded in experience that is immediate, multiple, and 
qualitatively diverse. 15  
To do feminist theory we must return to the unoccluded study of lived 
experience, which has been overlaid by elaborate patterns of denial and mystifi· 
cation. Those patterns are pare of the world co be unravelled. However imposed 
by conquest or domination, those patterns have shaped our reality. They have 
refined our perceptual capacities, and taught us to nurture values in secrecy, 
communicating in codes that remain unbroken by male dominated society.'11 
The world char women experience includes both less and more than the world 
thac men typically describe. Women do not have the luxury of believing that 
our own experience is unique and universal and we cannot afford the arrogance 
of ignoring the experience of others. To undo the harm, both practical and 
theoretical, that such patriarchal simplification has done, women are compelled 
to study our own diversity. As Elizabeth Spelman points out, the reason that 
middle,class white women, who have done most of the talking, have had Little to 
say about the variety of women's experience is simply because they are ignorant 
of it.17 That ignorance must be corrected. "There are no shon cues through 
women's lives," she says, and if we are to theorize about women, we must know 
them in all their particularity. This is why the astonishing florescence of 
literature by and about women all over the world and the explosion of women's 
visual, dramatic, musical, performance and other arr expressions is of such great 
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Ullportance anJ value to fem1mst . Onh th rough chese worb can we begm tl' 
lnow our�lve and one another and le-am ro henetlt from our dl\·er�1rv. Femi. 
mst theory abide m these worb. 
T rad1cional philosophical aesthecics has never ucc.e fuLJy cranscenJed che 
paradox that it strives coward uniformny and un1versaliry while rooted in the 
particular earthbound pluraliry of the sense . For all the idealism of ns a p1ra# 
tion, aesthetic experience cannot be deduced from first principles. Aesthecic 
cheory and criticism remain embedded in rhe manifold of phenomena.1t- The 
honest aestheuc1an must always return to che sighcs and sounds and feelings 
from which not even a hidebound Placonisc can be long ,Jisrracte<l. Moreover 
aesthetic theory, if it is not moribund, must remain open co new technologies, 
new movements, new materials, new ways of experiencing and new ideas in the 
ans. In addition to the feuding partisans of successive theories and their 
opposing definitions of art, chere are phalanxes of mecatheorecicians who dispun 
che very possibiJiry of defining art on the ground that it is inherently '"open, 
textured" and any purported definition is cherefore to be suspected as a coven 
proposal for new critical canons.10 
Feminise theoreticians, like these aescheticians, deny chac genuine feminise 
theory can arise de 11000 or out of abstract definition. Ir cannot have che 
axiomatic purity to which much of classicaJ theorizing aspires. Since feminism 
presupposes the acknowledgment of gender as socially constituted, the cheory 
chat it arricuilaces is inherently concexrualized even as ic struggles co overcome 
che situation thac produces ic. Encountered in a social context, feminism is oft� 
challenged, on the one hand, because it is ideological (or polemicaJ) and, on the 
ocher, as anri .. cheorecical. Aesthetic theory, likewise, balances between che 
vicaJiry of new,made art which defies it and the authority of canonic judgment 
which trivializes it. New arc risks non .. comprehension or violence, while the 
reliably familiar reaffmns the reliably certain and same. 
There are other possibilities. Feminists have learned co circumvent the 
exclusivity of theory as a by .. product of masculine self .. confinement, leaving 
women free co WTite, sing or painc themselves out of the world that men have 
constructed and into one of their own design. Men are nor absent from chat 
limbo,world, but they appear differently proportioned from the stature char the 
normally assign to themselves. Time and space are also altered, as are other 
categories of thought thac have been reified, definitively it seemed, by che legiori 
of male authors and artists who have dominated all modalities of representation 
and preempted our vision and thought. The reclamation of theory by feminists 
inseparable from our painstaking, but also raucous and jubilant reappropriation 
,of experience.20 
This reappropriation turns out to be a revisioning and a renewal. A 
breakaway from the canonic "things as they are," it is an ace of discovery. 
Especially as expressed by feminist artists, such discovery has provoked the 
criticism (from traditionalists) that feminist art is political and polemical, and 
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therefore \;olates the prescriptive ideal that art be non-political and impersonal . 
. feminist artists, however, like all artists, draw the inspiration for their work from 
those fearures of the world thac touch them most profoundly. Their an, there­
fore , does frequently depict aspects of male oppression as well as some of the 
banalities of femininity char elude men's consciousness (the fear and che reality 
of sexual assault, menstruation, childbirth, housework, unsenrimencalized 
childcare, etc.) Feminist artists are uniquely affected by the clash between the 
canonic riruals that define the male-dominated anworld in which they are 
educated as artists and the world that they know as women who are routinely 
exploited by that arrworld. Ir would indeed be 11emarkable if such incongruit)' 
did nor manifest icself in their work, jusc as the cataclysmic personal and political 
confrontations of the Reformation and Counter-Reformation are evident in the 
art of the Baroque period.?' 
In order co give voice co the unheard sound of this experience feminists 
e sometimes produce works thac are innovative in form and in their use of materi­
als. feminist exhibitions as a whole rend to be organized according to different 
n srruccural priorities than traditional gallery shows (e.g. "Ponrait of che Artist as 
Housewife," London, ICA, 1977; "The Dinner Party," Judy Chicago; "Post­
Parrum Document," Mary Kelly). They are meant co produce in the 
gallery,visitor an experience that is unlike and disruptive of the normal, specta, 
tor,to-object relation. To the degree that these qualitative differences depart lry 
design from critical standards, feminist art subverts traditional values. Feminists 
mean to call those values into question, and in so doing feminist art blurs the 
distinctions between art and criticism, art and politics, and theory and practice. 
The message to be imparted is that the apparent neutrality of the artworld - its 
e spoliticism and transcendence of partisan interests - is as much an obfuscation 
It as is the corresponding pretense to the existence of a neutral, ungendered 
archetype of uman.', The 0masculinist" perspective rums out to be the "default 
model" of artistic expression, assumed automatically by practitioners as well as 
appreciators except where an oppositional stance is deliberately taken. 
Feminist art and art criticism therefore do not pretend to neutrality, but 
declare themselves gendered and political. They affirm the watchword of 
feminist theory that the personal is and has always been political. Only the overt 
acknowledgment is new. Feminist aesthetic theory states its intention to 
intervene in a socially produced gender system. Art, art criticism, and aesthetic 
T theory combine interactively, first to articulate that system and render it 
intelligible, second to expose it in qualitative detail, and thirdly to dismantle it. 
l By means of artistic expression and/or representation feminist art achieves 
1 aesthetically the realization that other feminist theorists strive to explain 
jndirectly and abstractly. "Art does not just make ideology explicit but can be 
used, ac a particular historic juncture, to rework it."22 
Like most modern arr, feminist art feeds upon the history of art, borrowing 
from, modifying, transforming and reversing traditional forms. But feminists are 
not merely competing to be innovative. They are struggling to say something 
that has not yet been said and whose expression requires the formulation of a 
radically new language. In forging the symbols of that language, they are 
8
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creann� a ne� cheor,. �raixd mgecher w1ch the hdp uf che oucwum tLX>L L.,,· ch 
culture that chey aim co -.uper�de. The cheory is noc mdepenJc:nc nt the 
expre ion, and the t!Xpre ion rehe for 1 mc::anmg upon rhe miultancoul' 
c.:mergence o( theory. T radmonallv ch� opera non" have been protoundh 
separate, succe tve and somet1m� mucuall • ancagonl!i nc. Among f�mm1 c · the 
have become 1multaneou� and mutually !)Uppornve. 
I am argumg chat femin1 ts can rake reinforcemenc e\·en from con vencional 
masculinisc aeschetic theory in so far as it legitimize the openness and interpret. 
abiJiry of expenence and promotes rhe peaceful coexLSc�nce of altemaave 
reificacions. Ae cheuc theory dc>e!> not forbid hanging a work by Pical>SO along· 
ide one by Rembrandt and revering chem both as greac an rather than as 
competitive v1Sions. The history of an is sometime misrepresented as a progres. 
sivc approxin1acion to the truth. This is a pathological misjudgment denved 
from a view of science and social hisrory that is only slighcly le:o,s mtsplaced. By 
and large, however, ae theticians are not committed co the salvationist premise 
Ehac ties success to the defeat of the dissimilar. ("We will bury you".) In the 
realm of the ae thetic we are not undone by multiple, equally viable interpreta­
tions of a single state of affairs or works of art. We are not compelled to make 
definitive or exclusive choices, and yet we are able to scare reasons for preferring 
one choice above another and sometimes for rejecting alternatives char appear 
unworthy.H rn short, we are able co live civiUy wich a level of freedom and 
plurality in the aesthetic domain that appears co be unacceptable in civil society 
or in the market of ideas. Feminises question why chis is the case, pointing also 
w such balmful synergism as arises from the multiple and various voices of a 
chamber orchesrra. Far from producing conflict and disorder, their diversiry 
produces a collective experience that is rich and viral for individual l:isteners anc 
that enhances collegiality. In this respect roo, therefore, feminists can look to 
the aesthetic for a positive model. 
I am not proposing that aesthetic experience or the development of aescheric 
theory (conventional or feminist) are sufficient as a basis of feminist theory, but 
do maintain chat the first is necessary co and the second a valuable resource for 
its consrructi:on.z.i I would like now to illustrate with some concrete examples 
how aesthetic and theoretical reflection do fertilize one another mutually, 
yielding understanding even of matters that are not overtly or exclusively relate< 
to women, feminism or aesthetics. 
What Lessons for Tlumry Can be Drawn from Feminist Theory 
Evelyn Fox Keller discusses an instance of theoretical reflection which infuses a 
feminist consciousness into a biological dispute rhat is not inherently or directly 
linked ro issues relating to women. 25 Keller describes the unique self,organizing 
behavior of the cellular slime mold, Diccyostelium discoideum. This organism, 
while in a single cell stage, reacts ro starvation by a process of aggregation and 
differentiation. The prevalent explanation of its behavior was that a speciaJ 
founder or pacemaker cell predetermines and triggers the differentiation. Keller 
with Lee Segal ( 1970) suggested a locally initiated spontaneous organization tha 
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\\�re LS 1fk· \\'cm1t1n m Ft>nmusr Tfu:on! 29 
h.did nc.)t presuppose rhe go\'emmg pac�·makcr. Their td�a was gl\'en lucl� 
�ence m rhe l-wlogical C
�
)mmunicY, leading Keller to ronder upon che similar 
disinclmauon on the pan of chat commumtY co cake seriously the non·hierarchi· 
pJ accounr oi cellular process defe�JeJ hv Bar�ara McClintock. .Keller wem on 
tt> wrire an inrellecrual biography ot McClintock in which that bh.llog1st's 
WlOrthodox manner of communing wtth organisms is discussed. along with her 
. now famous, but then unusual conclusions.:(' Keller suggests that the predisposi­
.t.ticm among male scientists to fa"or single cenrral go\'ernance explanations over 
non- hierarchical ones affects not onlv their choice of explanamry models.. but 
also che analyttc tools (mathematics) that they use co justify these. The non· 
linear machemarical techniques that have been refined subsequently for 
:s. modelling steady-state and complex reaction-diffusion systems seem to bear out 
. that suggestion. Keller looks hopefully mward a science that will be receptive t�l 
� models of discourse sufficient unto che complexity of their cask and therefore 
... borh non,gendered and non- hegemonic . 
Keller observes that it will not be easy to dislodge analyses that use ch� -
milirnry "command and control'' imagery because that mode l has been so 
�delibly etched into our conception of the universe - with its comman?er God. 
AJI science seems to demand similar large· or small-scale impositions ot author, 
ity. The idea that a "simple accumulation of cells and the consequent local 
,exhaustion of food" would be the stimulus for a compensatory mechanism seems :,downright anarchic and conventionally implausible. The metaphor is inappropri· 
> ate in a world dominated by male values, bur it is not unlike women co come 
together in little gossipy centers without visible leadership and get things done by 
"'If kind of diffusion. Feminist science would support such feminine models. 
probably with no more conscious awareness of their gendered perspective than is 
now professed by {masculinisc) science when it stands behind the "command and 
. control" metaphor. 
•c The slime mold example illustrates how feminist consciousness, the as.sump· c,tion of a gendered,feminine point of view, extends the range of plausible r interpretations of phenomena, and also reveals how the covertly gendered, 
masculine point of view restricts the range of interpretations. Feminist 
�rspectives promise greater sophistication, more in keeping than simplifying 
furmulas with the complexity of the world we know. 
Feminism is nothing if not complex. Myra Jehlen speaks of the "fruitful 
complication" of feminist theory and welcomes contradiction not for its 
irrationality, bur in order to 11tap its energy." 27 Sandra Harding recommends that 
we abandon the faith that coherent theory is desirable and instead declare our 
a fidelity to '1parameters of dissonance within and between assumptions of patriar· 
Y chal discourses," a route that will free the consciousness that is alienated, , 
' bifurcated and oppositional and whose psychic, intellectual and political discom· 
fort we should cherish.28 These authors convey a certain enthusiasm and delight 
in the profusion of feminist theory. We must understand that this is not due to a 
• perverse pleasure in the obscure, but to an aesthetic rapport with a situation that 
.r.does not demand containment, but invites understanding. Gratification arises 
laltoo with release from theories meant more to sulbdue and confine than to 10
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hberacc incdleccuaJ in4uu)-. 
A second example of rhcorettcal rt:flt:cuon that u:>e' a ft:mmine metaphur 1 
show'> how an overtl� ackno� lcdg.cd genJer�J,fommme �r..,p<!Ctl\ e enlar�e' 
under randing of a u jeer chat. notwttrutanJinf? ic mherrcncl� fomalt: reforen(( 
1 cyp1call�· a x:>ciate<l wnh men. u an canford FneJman examine.: che 
appropnauon of che mt:taphor of duldhu-th to arnsnc creannrv.·" A:, Fnedmar: 
points our, chc meaning of the metaphor 1 mevnabl · overdecermmed by 
resonance of mocht:rhood and chc cul rural 1gn1ficance of thac insucution. In 
we�cem patriarchal l>OC1ecy at evoke che exual dwision of labor and the 
corrclauve duahcy of mind and body. Women in chac rrad1cion are reduced to 
the material proce of maternity which exclude them from che piritual ace of 
creative produccivicy. The u� of the childbirth metaphor -with reference co 
anisnc creation therefore evoke a paradox. Implicitly, 11 conrradicc the 
companson chac JC call to mind. Drawmg upon reader respon e theory, 
Friedman shows how the reader's gender, but also chat of the author, a well as 
the reader' expectation of che aurhor's gender, affect the conscruction of che 
metaphor's significance. 
Applied to a female artist, the metaphor cakes on the meaning of slow and 
painfuJ delivery, continuous involvement with the offspring, loving oversight, 
and protective concern. The woman' double-birthing capacity as woman and i 
artist is evoked, sometimes as a conflict, but often as mutually intensifying. 
Directed ac the male artist, the metaphor highlights the tension of overcoming 
natural impossibility. Childbirch here is a heroic act, sometimes involving the 
expulsion of a resistant object into the Light of day. 
The pervasive use of the childbirth metaphor (and such correlated images as 
conception, incubation, gestation, and parturition) co express male activity -
even in blatantly anti-maternal concexts such as the production of the atomic 
bomb, raises questions as c:o the intention of the users. Friedman contends that 
for both biological and historical reasons, men and women bring different 
meanings to the metaphor. Men's use of it begins in distance from the Other 
and expresses ambivalence toward it -desire and rejection, reverence and fear, 
envy and hatred. Having given birth to the object, one has demonstrated powe 
over it and has ic, so to speak, under control. Men's image of childbirth is god, 
like and detached, though the appearance of the child is often associated with 
the mortality of its author and therefore engenders mixed emotion. Women arc 
likely to employ the metaphor in a more intimately personal fashion. Some 
suggest che conflict of the woman who is an artist in contravention of social 
prescription. Others reflect upon the fragiliry of che offspring and the constanq 
of its need for care and nurturance. Still others express relief ac the lilfting of a 
burden carried alone, and anxiously assume a new burden of shared responsibil· 
ity. Friedman anticipates that, with changing mores and the spread of feminist 
ideas, the profusion of meanings of the birth metaphor will increase, especially � 
women seize upon chat image co celebrate their own self,creation. Women 
giving birch co themselves was a popular image of the 1970's.30 
Friedman notes that some women internalize male ambivalence toward 
childbirth, expressing fear that genuine maternity will undermine their creativit 
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Ac the same nme. other women wear their (pro)creaci\·1ry prouJly and defiantly, 
exulting in their antmal ,;gor. Men do nor face this duality. and their conce(r 
tion (sic} of the creative experience is essentiaU · intellectual. Thro\1gh her 
analysis of a ,•ariecy of gendered differences in uses of the birth metaphor. 
Friedman reveals the male focus on exclusion and separation in contrast ro 
women's emphasis on collusion and union. Women's exclusion from the 
creatfre process has effectiYely extended to denying them access co the metaphor 
of (pro}creariviry as well. Apart from the irony of this prohibition, the silencing 
of women's voices deprives not only women but the world. of rich in·ight into 
the complex process of creation. By concrasc to the feminine deconstructions of 
the birth metaphor, chose offered by men are formulaic, disingenuous and dull. 
In this example, a gendered analysis of an apparently nonrgendered phenom· 
enon derconceals the difference that gender makes. Retailed concrete 
experience in place of wholesale abstractions discloses aspects of mothering, 
faclhering and parenthood that are normally suppressed by metaphors char 
replace and discount experience that is surely relevant. Gendered,feminine 
imagery awakens attention to phenomenal complexity and revives the stagnant 
intellect so rhac ic may once again question che obvious and take note of the 
anomolous. We have been immunized against contradiction by che male· 
appropriated metaphor of chlildbirth. So deeply etched upon our consciousness 
is che myth that neucral creativity can bring forth monsters as word becomes 
deed, will becomes act, and the maker leaves his mark upon dumbly resistant 
matter that we forget the origin of chis revolting parody. Friedman does not 
discuss the practical urgency of bringing feminist theory co bear on this state of 
affairs, and I cannot do more at this point than call it to the reader's attention in 
the hope that the need will be clear. In chat hope, I conclude instead with some 
remarks about the pleasures of theorizing. 
The Aesthetics of Theory 
Nor everyone loves theory. Some of its opponents find it dry and dull, and 
others are offended by its cold calculation. Some feminists denounce theory as 
impractical and removed from reality while ochers object to its arrogant 
authoritarianism. Some accuse feminist theorists of capitulating to male 
ideology, of "sellling out," and suspect them of se,eking male power. However, 
theory,making need not be assaultive or a rape. It can be fesrive and volup· 
tuous, an act of love that heals and strengthens and is a source of pleasure . 
Feminise theory, unlike some feminise practice, is nor destined co make icself 
superfluous. As a musing upon its own edges, it envisions a process of self­
explication and understanding chat is likely to remain with us.31 
Theory production is not usually described as aesthetic activity, but there are 
1 hints among contemporary apologists for theory who are sensitive to its aspect as 
self.·contained entertainment. Pierre Bourdieu, for example, applauds Jacques 
Derrida's examination of Kant's Critique of ]uderment, describing it as a 
•skewered,, reading in which the treatise is treated as a work of art to be 
reproached disinterestedly, for pure pleasure that is irredu�cible co pursuit of the 
12
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profit of disnncnon. By dramatizing or mahng a speccaclt: of rhe ·acr· of �ranne 
the philosophy the cnaque draws atrennon co 1c�elf as philosophical gesrure. 
However, Bourdaeu goes on to note the serpenc m Paradise: .. Even in 1c pure t 
form, when it seems most free of 1worldly' interest, this ,gamt! � alway a 'wc1e[\ 
game based .. . on a 1freemasoruy of cusroms and a heritage of rradiuoru'."' ln 
other words, there are rules that delimit the sacred pace and rhe player· of the 
game, and they are meant to be exclus1ve.h Women "might as well have beanls' 
- they do not belong here. 
Excluded by the rules, feminists have not given up on che pleasure� of 
theorizing however limited are the opcions available within che mainsueam. 
Women can join in the game as junior partners with patronizing approval from 
the elect, or accept a designated position as outsiders. Feminises have rejected 
both options. Instead, they are construing a theoretical discourse tha� draws 
upon an alternative aeschetic. It does not resemble the heritage claimed by 
conventional aestheticians, a yoking of Greek theory of Beauty and Poesis with 
eighteenth century theory of taste. Instead it builds directly upon an aesthetic 
experience that is not transcendent and does not exalt duality. It therefore 
disregards many of the problems and puzzles of classical aesthetics. Feminists an 
not much occupied, for example, with the relation of the autonomous artist (tht 
subject author) to the object that he wills inlo being. Genius is a male concept 
that feminists find of little interest. They do not question the subject/creator's 
rationality or freedom, or the merits of (objective) representation over (subjec, 
rive) expression. Feminists do noc endorse the dualisms of mind over macrer, 
determinism vs. freedom, intelJect vs. feeling, subject vs. object, art vs. recre, 
ation, work or other fonns of doing. They take very seriously the domination of 
one invented pole by another, and explore in art and its theory the multifarious 
phenomenology of that relation. There is also among feminists a fascination wi tl 
the transformation of media, be it the woman herself, che language she employs, 
or the pliant matter that she works. Feminists are not unconscious of the 
traditional interests of aescheticians in defining art, its life and death, its judg, 
ment and (proper) appreciation. Beauty and ugliness, form, expression and 
representation, are topics that feminists address, but they are not feminist issues 
and rarely arise as Problems within a feminise framework. No one pretends thac 
the conventional problems have been solved, but they have been superseded by 
others of greater interest. 
So far, feminist theory has been concerned chiefly with the deconstruction 
and critique of phallocratic theory and practice. Feminist theory is invoked in a 
piecemeal fashion, and only when the context of experience or discourse seems 
to require it, often as a corrective to conventional exclusivity or generalization. 
Feminist theory is still in its infancy, and feminist aesthetic theory has barely 
seen the light. I am suggesting that aesthetic theorizing can provide a key co the 
development of feminist theory for several reasons. ( 1 )  Because it necessarily 
adheres to the minutiae of the immediate and the experiential, aesthetic theory 
is genuinely pluralistic. It is bound to seek intelligibility among the anecdotal 
iterations. I t  must be undaunted by complexity and undevastated by �.mcer, 
tainty. Indeed it must greet these with joy. {2) Aesthetic theory must be open to 
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mno,·anon, smce art is inherenrl\' expansive, ever appropriatl\'e of new macen· 
ah. technologies, techniques and c ncept . The multiplicity ar. trs hean ts nm a 
mere contingency, but is its very meaning. As th� source of hfe and the perpetu· 
aaon of the species women, likewise, have a commitment co inno,·ation and tc1 a 
furure char is open·ended. Submission co a fixed definition is not only violence to 
the spine; it is its death. (3) Aesthetic theory has long pla ·ed a peripheral pare m 
che global schemarism. Parasitic upon arc, itself a commenracor, aestheric rheory 
has been consigned to che sidelines of conventional theory, whe-re it recapiru· 
laces the problerris and paradoxes of metaphysics and epistemology. Feminist 
rheorv reverses chac practice and gives the aesthetic pride of place. Renouncing 
universality and attending closely to the particular, feminist theory accenruare, 
chose events and drcumstances chat are divulged in aesthetic experience and 
works of art. Feminist theory reclaims that which rraditional philosoph)' 
pronounces inessential, contingenc and superfluous. Thi. is the domain of the 
aesthetic, and feminise cheory, by embracing it, can retain a perspective on value 
char is neither undermined by marginalicy nor in demand of sanctificacion. 
Feminise theory affinns pluralism without celebrating relativism and without 
despair. 
Notes 
' John Hospers in Meanmg and Truth m the Ans. 1946. Chapel Hill. Univers1cy of 
North Carolina Press. distinguished between a "thin" formahst sense of the ae thenc 
and a �thick" contextualized sense. At thac nme rhe fom1er was prevalent both in 
the arts and tn philosophy of an:. At che presenr nmc the fashion has turned roward 
the thick in both areas. 
: See Michel Foucault, The Archtwolog:y of Knowlcdg.e, trans. A.M. Sheridan-Smnh, 
1972, N.Y .. Harper and Row, also The Order ofThif'lgs: An ArchaeoiogJ of the H11man 
Sc&tnCes, 1970, N.Y., Random House. See also Thomas Kuhn, The Srruct11re of 
Scientific Rewlwioru 2nd. ed. 1970, Chicago. Universit)' of Chicago Press. 
J See I. Lakatos ilnd A. Musgrave (eds.) Criricism an.d the Growth of Knowkdge 1970, 
Cambridge, Cambridge Umiversicy Press, as representative of literature on "value 
lilden" theoretical inquiry. 
Darwin is alleged to have said that "discovery comes ro the prepared mind." The 
observation applies as aptly to aesthetic experience as to scientiJk inquiry. One 
does not hear symphonic fonn or chord sequences without knowing what to linen 
for, and one does nor recognize poetic structures or iconographic references unless 
one knows. what they are. These things are meaningful within the communities that 
have adopted them as aesthetic conventions and are often not apprehended at all by 
outsiders co those conventions. Emsc Gombrich defends this claim in An and 
Illusion, 19'60, Bollingen Series, Princeton Universicy Press. See also Joseph 
Margolis, An and Philoscpll)' 1980, Atlantic Heights, N.j., Humanities Press. on art 
as a "culrurral emergenr" and Arthur Danco, "The Artworld" Journal of PIUlosoph:y, 
61, (1964) on art as governed by aesthetic conventions. 
� This does not mean that ir cannot be enjoyed. It i.s noreworthy char even scientists 
with proper credentials take pleasure in publications such as The Journal of 
Irreproducible Resuh.s, Worl.d.s in Collision, Broca's Brain, and Fads and Fallacies which 
relate sciendnc hoaxes and para-scientific research. 
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The quttr for councerexampl� thac can h: 3cc.nnumxlat� rt.-tlt:"Cl� .in aruclt> vr 
Faith m the i.JeolOf'I ienunc mt!lhoJ. One", �� � 1orufl.:J � J1"'l,U\ 1.'0llli! .mJ 
then repatnng a wcaknb JU t as m the polmcal arcnJ the \ 01 c- "' rhe lo\ ,ti 
Oppo.smon soun.cb a note of dem rancalh re•rcccahlt:" J1�--t-nt Sc:-e John -tuan 
�111, A S,swn of l.t>.gJC. London. IJmgman C ch edttK n. 1961 I 
Contemporary Arnencan fenunbt theot'\' OVCl""hdmJrndv l'nJo�s the rlurah:aaon 
of theor;. See for example F!11UllUl Theory 111 PracDU.' and Prrxw , e.h. M.R.. �1.ilion. 
J.F. O'Barr, S. Wescphal-Wahl, and �- Wver. 1989. Uni\c:mn of Chica.go Pre�. 
'"The Education o( Women as Plulosophers'" m �1alson e1 uL 
Tht Second Sa. H.M. Parshley, uaru. S.Y. Vm cage ( 1974) 
'" See the: senes of "The Scholar and che Fem.mm" Conference� spon.sort:d by the 
Barnard CoUege Women's Center. N.Y. See also S. Hardmg and M.B. Hinnkka, 
eds. Oi.scoomng Realiry. ( 1983) D. Reidel, DorJrecht, Holland. 
11 The "Woman-Question· w� not mvemed by women. but by men. Women have 
not found themselves a mystery chac needed explananon. But from the Fathers of 
the Church who wondered whether woman hould have been produced at all 
[Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologaca. Question XCll) co Lenm. who wondered 
what to do with chem. and Freud who wondered what they wane, men have 
pondered the mystery of women. Women have not shown the same inccresc in men. 
Apart from crymg co undcmand their beha\•ior, which often place women in great 
Jeopardy, women have not been fascinated by masculine onrtology. 
u For a brief and useful history of thlS succession, sec Hester Eisenstein, Contemporary 
Femnwt Theory, 1983, &scon, G.K. Hall. 
1 1  As far back as the Pythagorean Table of Opposites chcrc is an incongruity of logic 
and ontology in that the engendered has epistemic priority over the engendering 
principle. Thus darkness begac lighc, but is known onJy relative co ic. Likewise, the 
infmite and the bounded. the female and the male - that which is born of defines 
irself by opposition (and emangemcnt), but in naming itself, attributes derivative 
identiry co that nm-self (the matrix) from whence it came. 
14 Jeffner Allen and Iris Marion Young, eds. The Thmking Miue, l989, Bloomfogcon, 
Indiana University Press. 
u Even those classicali theories of arc and che aesthetic that are most monolithic and 
universalizing emphasize the diversity of qualities chac muse be encompassed by their 
unifying umbrella. Traditional aesthetics is replete with phrases such as "uniiry in 
diversity," "organic unity," "equilibrium of opposites" - which reflect the endeavor 
co come co terms wijth an inevitable pluralicy. 
16 The deciphermem of these codes has begun, too soon according co some critics, 
especially through the assistance of educated women who are capable of bridging 
the gulf berween cultures and who have the patience and are willing to make the 
necessary rransladons. Examples of women who play this rransitional pare are Carol 
Gilligan, In Another Voice, Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1982, and Mary 
Belenky et al, Women's Way of Knowing: The Developmen1 of Self. Voice and Mind, 
N.Y. Basic Book.s, 1 986. 
17 Ines.sendal Woman: Problems of Exclusion in Feminist Thought, Boston, Beacon Press, 1988. 
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\t'here LS rhe Woman m Femmist Theory! 35 
;1 This paradox is at the root ci the Kannan ana}ync and of 20th ccnrury analyoc 
plulosoph •. It as �!)·  created bv Arnold ls.tnberg m �and chi � of  
Crmcum. cspcaally m chc cssa)· "'Cntical Commurucaoon •. (eds. Callaghan. 
Cauman. Hempel Morganbcsstt. Mcxbersill. Nagel anJ Norman. Univcmt)• of 
Oucago Press. 1973). 
" Moms Weac. "'The Rok o( �  m Aesthcnc.s", Jovmal of.� and An 
Crmasm vol 15. ( 1956) ; William Kenrud, "Does Tradmonal Acslhcncs Rest on a 
Mistake· Mind. vol. 6 7. l 9 58; Paul ZiH. "The Task of Denmng a Work of Art". 
PfulosopluaJ. Rn'INI. vol. 62 (1953). and ochers observe that cradttiona] theories of 
an such as � mutaoon. expttSSion. formalist theoncs and thecr variants. though 
applicable in pnnaple ro the same works of an. v."trt acrually advanc.eJ by their 
promoters in order to justify new an forms. 11le'V concluded with the ba.nlcruptcy of 
all definitions of rhe general idea of an and rumed unapologcncally ro the 
differences bccwccn anforms and among an objects. 
� Erik Enkson gave prkk of place to space, absence and n�nvary in women's 
experience because of an imagined analogy they bear ro women's anatomy. "The 
lnncr and the Out� Space: Reflections on Womanhood: Da.ed.alM.s. vol. 93, no. 2 
( 1964). A more plausible resonance for fcnurusts is an the Agurativc hollow o( 
woman as potcntiator. As mo<hcrs, but also m many other private and professional 
capacities, women create the time, the space. and the limits in which men, other 
women and children grow. move, experiment and thtnk. See Ruth Peny and 
Martine Wacson Brownley (eds .. ) Mochmng cltit Mind. N.Y. Hornes and Meier 
(1984). In the sttuggle for equaliry women ohen focus upon space as one of our 
greatest nec<ls, viz. V. Woolf, A Room of OtY's Own. N.Y. Harcourt, Brace and 
World (1929). See also "Womanhou.sc" by Miriam Schapiro and Judy OUcago. 
California lnstiruce of the Arts, 1973. Space and time of our own arc critical factors 
in all the cc.ntcrs for battered women, rape and incest victims, abortion referral, 
child care, health care and reading centers. Artists, novelises and poets celebrate 
their newly reclaimed sense of time and space, and these have even begun to make 
inroads among geographers, archaeologists, linguiscs and others. 
ii Radical transformations in sryle mark artistic movements throughout history. 
Profoundly philosophical at their center, such developments in art as the rise of 
absrracdonism, cubism, impressionism and varieties of analysis speak as much to 
epistemological c� as to social crisis. Without insisting upon autobiographical 
detail, one may assume that sensitive and aware artists would be affected by the 
major perturbations in the Zeitgeist. That women a.nd fem.ini5t artists should 
resonate with those social movements that affect them most closely should surprise 
us no more than that Goya was affected by the Spirit of the Enlighrenrnent or that 
Giotto reflected c.ona-ovemal tendencies within Chri.stianiry. 
u Usa Tickner, "The body politic: female scxuaJJty and women artists since 1970• in 
Framing Feminism: An and w Womtn's M<MJMU 1970- 1985, Pandora Press, 
London and N.Y. 1987. 
21 Analytic acsthetiC5, even during the period of its greatest estrangement from 
professional philosophy, was preoccupied with the justification and the logic of 
critical judgment. However puuling the possibiJiry of standards might be, it was 
never seriously in doubt that some arc is better than other art, that some interprcta· 
dons � more plausible than others, that, in short, taste is disputable and for 
legitimate reasons. What was clear was that these reasons did not hold as 
dictatorial a sway over action and opinion as the injunctions of law and ethics or the 
rationalizations of the system of truth. 
:z.4 It goes without saying that not all the preoccupations of conventional aesthetics arc 
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a( equal worth h) fe:nunalb. �fall\ rcmam "41Uu0 the StemJarJ ruer.uch1cal lc"<ICl n 
of ph�hical raconalr.aoon of du: �ulUUM workincw. Fermn�t� ll.Wt' nol 
been grcach concerned. tor example. wuh dmml!'lllShme the "beauorut• rrom m< 
•subfune• or wnh dm"Ul� a wedge beNeen ·tugtt" and -1l1\\ · an or 1Jenrunn� an 
th.at I.) ·popular: "ckcorau' e .. or "seconJal)" in order ro con�t 1t \\1th ·hne .. art 
Femtrusl.) have a.ho a,·ou.kd dt....c�smg .l�chcuc chron� lhat Je1enJ lhe ae.-chenc 
expcnencc as one dtat assumes •Jisc3nce" or "dtsmteresc". l1us is not because rh� 
problems have been .solved. but becau<>e the\ do not menc soluu n. 
:1 '"The Force of the Pacemaker Concept Ln Theom� of Aggreganon in Cellular Sln e 
Mold• m R.tflec..noru on Gttldaand Seu-net (1985) New Ha\'en. Yale Uruver.;1tv 
Pre-M. Rtferenu 15. made to a collaboraove rudy "1th U't A 5'.-gal ( l 970) m Jount.c.d 
of Thwreuail Biolog, 26, pp. 399-415. 
u A Ft.dmg Fc;r � Orgarusm:� ufe and Work of Barbma McOmtock, 19 3. San 
Franc1sco, Freeman Inc.. McChmock wa ubsequendy proven nght and acclaimed 
by the community that had ostracized her. She won first the presugious MacArthur 
•ge:ruus" gram, and then a Nobel Prue for her work m gcncacs. 
n "Archimedes and che Paradox of Femin ist Cnudsm" in Femnusr Theory: A CrtllqU(' 
of ldtoloa. 1981,  Chicago, UnJVer icy of Chicago Press. 
0 "The Instability of the Analytical Categories of Feminist Theory" Signs, Spring 1988. 
tJ "Creativity and che Childbirth Metaphor: Gender Difference in Lirerary Discourse," 
Fcminisc Studks, 1 3. no. I ,  Spring, 1987. 
lO lt is pos5ible chat she 15 wrong about chis. Perhaps the increased cechnologiring of 
the birth process and the compromises chat women are making in order to achieve 
equality will lead to che masculinizacion of childbirth. This question is poignantly 
expiored in novels such as Woman on me Edge of Time by Marge Piercy and The 
Handmaid's Tait by Margaret Arwood. 
11 Unlike chose followers of Wingensrein who expecced philosophy co pur ie:self out of 
business once ir.s therapeutic job was done. feminist theorists fully anticipate that 
reality will keep gushing along, presenting new and unresolved questions for chc 
pleasure of our understanding. 
n Pierre Bourdieu, Di.srincrion: A Social Critique of me J1td.erment of T a.sre, rrans. R. 
Nice, Cambridge Univ. Pre.ss, 1984. 
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